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(The second edition, the sixth chapter, ‗Sri Anilbaran Roy‘ of the book „The 

Mother‟s Manifestation‟ is offered at the lotus Feet of The Mother and Sri 

Aurobindo on occasion of Their 93
rd

 Siddhi Anniversary, 24.11.2019. In this paper 

Sri Anilbaran Roy is acknowledged as a realised traditional Jnana Yogi, who got 

the rare opportunity of pursuing integral Yoga under the direct guidance of The 

Mother and Sri Aurobindo for four decades. He was foremost exponent of the 

Gita, lived the most of his life in seclusion, was realised and established in 

Brahman Consciousness, Brahmanirvana, from the beginning of his Pondicherry 

Spiritual life in 1926. 

 

His life and action symbolises that to exhaust the myriad perfections of 

traditional Yoga and to continue the integration of Being and Nature of integral 

Yoga are difficult issues to which few can attempt and still fewer can succeed. Or 

if a Sadhaka does not have the sincerity and patience to move the Consciousness 

in unfolding the endless opulence of Spirit through all life, then he recoils into 

safe, secured and limited objective of traditional Yoga of this one life.) 
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The Editor‘s Note 
 

The Mother and Sri Aurobindo‟s Psychic, Spiritual and Supramental
123

 

Energy are identified as far more precious inner aid of invisible manifesting action 

than the outer aid of all the revelations and the whole set of Their Teachings. If a 

Sadhaka will emerge as radiator of Consciousness then it is having far greater 

world repercussion than to emerge as realised Teacher of integral Yoga. To open 

towards Their Teachings or to hear Their Divine Play, Lila, with rapt attention is 

good and beneficial for ‗unfit Souls,‘
124

 but generalisation of Spirituality through 

any outer aid has its subordinate importance in the total manifestation of The 

Mother‟s Consciousness. 

 

The primary motive of ‗fit initiated Soul‘
125

 is to offer consecrated service 

by giving his life and work entirely to the Divine and secondary motive is to enter 

into Their Teachings. The manner in which he will accommodate in the collective 

body is the ‗willing subordination and adjustment with other (brother Souls) and... 

According to his place in it (collective life) he would know how to lead or to rule, 

but also how to subordinate himself; both would be to him an equal delight.‘
126 

Their Teachings contain vast wealth of Spiritual wisdom and its right 

accumulation will flower life unimaginably with predominance of Truth, 

Plasticity, Consciousness and Silence in his frontal nature which is a robe of 

radiating Light with compressed mass of Beauty, Delight and all-inclusive Love.  

 

For manifestation and integration of Her Consciousness, this book has 

taken symbolically the specialised Divine Call of eight of Her Spiritually 

established children, who are also Sri Aurobindo‟s disciples. They had summed up 

in themselves all their ‗best and completest possibilities‘
127

 and poured them out 

on their surrounding or they had accepted the difficult task to call down the 

Mother‟s Consciousness to the nether earth and met Ignorance, Falsehood, 

Suffering and Death in abundance. It has dealt affirmatively with the problem of 

reconciliation they had witnessed while integrating the mutually opposite Karma, 

Jnana and Bhakti Yoga and the problem of transformation they had suffered while 

inverting the apex Consciousness towards the recalcitrant earth Nature. While 

carefully observing the finest part of their sacrificial action, this book has 

identified them as the best Souls of earth,
10

 Spiritual Teachers, selfless Spiritual 

Fosterers and secondary Sources of living emanations and conscious Force. Their 

eight-fold exclusive Divine Calls are identified, reconciled and accepted here as 

the basis of receiving their Spiritual help and means of persuasion of integral 

Yoga.  

OM TAT SAT 
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Sri Anilbaran Roy 
―August 15, 1947 is the birthday of free India… the old communal division into Hindus 

and Muslims seems now to have hardened into a permanent political division of the 

country. It is to be hoped that this settled fact will not be accepted as settled for ever or as 

anything more than a temporary expedient. For if it lasts, India may be seriously 

weakened, even crippled: civil strife may remain always possible, possible even a new 

invasion and foreign conquest. India‟s internal development and prosperity may be 

impeded, her position among the nations weakened, her destiny impaired or even 

frustrated. This must not be; the partition must go… But by whatever means, in 

whatever way, the division must go; unity must and will be achieved, for it is necessary 

for the greatness of India‟s future…‖
1
    

Sri Aurobindo 

―I had the vision that India is the place where the fate of the earth will be decided.‖
2
  

The Mother 

 
Sri Anilbaran Roy 
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Introduction: 

The Synthesis of Yoga book issues four injunctions for a Sadhaka of 

integral Yoga related with his relation with traditional Yoga. Firstly, it proposes to 

pursue sadhana for a long period
4
 in the line as hinted in the Gita, the Upanishads 

and the Veda in order to establish himself in static Divine union of Kshara, 

Akshara and Purushottama Consciousness and secondly, during the formative 

period of this askesis or after establishing himself in static Divine union he will 

dynamise them and invert them earthward in conformity with his integral aim.
4 

Thirdly, in this path even an experienced and established Sadhaka may have to go 

through the experience of the worst stumbling and the most prolonged failure
19

 

which can retard his swift Spiritual evolution. Lastly, he must educate initially his 

doubting intellect through the injunction issued in the Gita, ―Yoga must be 

continually applied with a heart free from despondent sinking‖
44

 and finally rests 

his faith on the conviction, ―I (the Lord) will surely deliver thee from all sin and 

evil; do not grieve.‖
3
  

 

The Gita initially gives the right formula of the best Aryan social living or 

sattwic law of life to ordinary earth bound ignorant Souls, mudha,
7
 habit of self 

control and freer intelligent self-guidance to the seekers of Truth, jijnasu
53

 and the 

highest supreme law to the liberated knower of the Brahman, tatwadarshinah
49

 

and finally asks all of them to go beyond all external rules of conduct, best 

available standard, right law of sattwic life and to take refuge in integral Godhead 

or His Purushottama Consciousness alone, sarva dharman paritejya mamekam 

saranam braja,
3
 through absolute surrender. All outer guidance of written truth of 

sattwic nature and formulation of rules of self-transcendence can be superseded by 

more subtle guidance either from within, the Kshara Purusha or from above, the 

Akshara Purusha or from the highest Self, the Purushottama, Vijnanamaya 

Purusha. Thus Shastra is utilised as temporary means of mental self-discipline to 

arrive at the objective of action guided by Divine Will and a life in the freedom of 

Divine Nature. 

The practice of traditional Jnana Yoga helps the opening of Spiritual being, 

Akshara Purusha, which has three stages of realisation. (1) First realisation is 

Brahma satya Jagat mithya. This means supreme Self of Turiya is Real and 

waking self of Virata, dream self of swapna, subliminal world, Hiranyagarva, 

sleep self of Supramental world, suspti, are unreal and hence Illusion. (2) The 

second realisation is that this world which appears to be an Illusion is created from 

the Brahman through the declaration of the Lord, ―I am the Creator Father and 

Creatrix Mother of this universe.‘
68

 (3) The third realisation is that there exists a 

relation between Brahman and Matter (‗And Matter is the Spirit‘s willing bride‘ 

Savitri-538, ‗Matter and spirit mingled and were one.‘ Savitri-232) and the 

Spiritual energy can penetrate inside Matter. This is the realisation Brahma satya 

Jagat Satya, the realisation of dynamic Spirit and cosmic Consciousness, 

Vasudevah sarvamiti;
39

 beyond this cosmic consciousness is the Supramental 
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world. This Consciousness is inverted downward to Supramentalise the Psychic 

Being and is extended as experience of the union of dual Godhead stationed in the 

Psychic heart centre which paves the passage clear for Psycho-Spiritual 

Supramental action. 

 

The Call of the first Spiritual Teacher, Sri Anilbaran Roy: 

The Mother‟s insistence of India becoming the Guru
118

 of the world did not 

mean the present divided India which is slowly emerging out of the mire of 

falsehood, ignorance and worst difficulties. Her Soul is one but body is mutilated. 

The cause of this division is the long quarrel, irreconcilable hatred, crippling 

narrowness and full of bitterness between its different communities. This division 

created by physical and vital mind cannot be healed by external manipulation of 

circumstances or by claim of supremacy of one community against the other. 

Through ceaseless invocation of the Soul of India, the mother land as the Divine 

Shakti, and calling down the Divine Bliss we can shed the discredit of old hatred 

and restore the Power of unity and gather together all her children through large 

catholicity and boundless Love. Any external effort and struggle to realise the 

above goal of unity without satisfying the subjective Soul integration can be an act 

of impatience, aggrandisement of ego and a dangerous proposition. So India must 

first multiply her Soul force and restore the fullness of her eternal heritage through 

Sadhana of her conscious individual Souls and as its consequence must emerge as 

un-corrupt pure nation through right circulation of wealth and set an example 

before the world and her citizens must emerge as dedicated hard working nation 

builder, leader of men and pioneer without which her highest aspiration will 

remain as remote possibility. Yoga Shakti must drive out all tamasic forces to 

eliminate poverty, illiteracy, malnutrition of the body and Shudra trend
119

 of the 

proletariat and must drive out all rajasic forces to eliminate discordant human 

action of violence, destructive aggression, tyranny of beast wrath, hatred, injurious 

brutality, corruption, bottomless ingratitude that disfigure earth nature and 

enjoyments of temporal nature. An unconditional and motiveless Spiritual help 

must trespass the neighbouring states to elevate the general state of the 

consciousness and as its outcome uplift their social, economic and religious life. It 

is by considerable accumulation of India‟s Spiritual force that the adjoining States 

will become aware of their one common origin or Spiritual force will intensify to 

work out the means of realising indivisible India.
120 

 

The imperishable Yoga of ‗the largest development in shortest possible 

path‘ was revealed by Lord Sri Krishna to Vivasvan (the Sun God) during the 

beginning of creation. Vivasvan gave it to Manu, the father of men. Manu gave it 

to Ikshavaku, the head of the Solar line. Thus it came down from royal sage to 

royal sage till it was lost in the great lapse of Time. This same ancient and original 

Yoga was declared again to Arjuna by Lord Sri Krishna in the war field of 

Kurukshetra. The Lord first asks Arjuna to pursue Sankhya/Buddhi/ Jnana Yoga to 
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open his Spiritual being/Akshara Purusha, before beginning the great task of 

Karma Yoga in the war field. With the opening of Akshara Purusha of immutable 

and silent Self, his desire for fruit of the action reduces and hence the pursuance of 

Karma Yoga became easier and thus his Psychic being/Kshara Purusha was made 

open. With mind going beyond the impersonal status, the emotional desire to 

enjoy life reduces and thus his Bhakti or Psychic adoration attained full power. 

After he is established in Karma and Jnana Yoga or after he moved a long period 

between Kshara Purusha/waking trance and Akshara Purusha/non waking trance, 

superseding his three gunas, the Lord asked him to practice Bhakti Yoga and 

taught that Bhakti through which the Purushottama Consciousness was made 

open. Thus Arjuna was able to move his Consciousness between Kshara, Akshara 

and Purushottama and finally established himself in Purushottama Consciousness 

of intense waking trance. Now this truth of ‗the largest development in shortest 

possible path‘ or highest secret of Purushottama Consciousness and its dynamic 

state, Para-prakriti, is again revealed to Sri Aurobindo in The Synthesis of Yoga, 

where he gave importance of opening first of the Soul in mind or Spiritual being. 

This is the first siddhi of integral Yoga. Next by its descent as dynamic Spiritual 

Shakti, the Psychic being in the heart will open and by its ascent as static Spiritual 

Consciousness, the Supramental Being will open. When the intermediate Psychic 

and Spiritual planes are thoroughly explored, then the Supramental Mahashakti 

will descend to the lower nature of mind, life, body, Subconscient and Inconscient 

Sheaths and pursue large transformation action. This truth ‗to arrive by the 

shortest way at the largest development of spiritual power‘
121

 has been further 

clarified and simplified in The Mother book where the intermediate Spiritual plane 

is thoroughly dynamised by four mediatrix Mother Powers, who will make 

Supramental action facile and easy. The Lord of the Gita suggests that this royal 

Yoga can be pursued by them, those who have failed in pursuing this self-

discipline in the past births, Yoga bhrasta.
122

 A similar conclusion can be drawn 

for more difficult integral Yoga that those who have attempted and failed to 

pursue this Yoga in the past birth can again try in this birth with more sincerity 

and perseverance.      

 

The Message of the Gita: 

―It is like the message of the Gita as Sri Aurobindo explained it: not 

overmental, but Supramental. It is Oneness, the experience of Oneness.‖
23 

(The 

Mother is probably saying of Oneness as indicated in the following verse.) 

The Mother 

―The Yogin who has taken his stand upon Oneness and loves Me in all 

beings, however and in all ways he lives and acts, lives and acts in Me.‖ 

The Gita-6.31 

 

The stages through which the Gita has developed its preliminary teachings 

are that firstly, it speaks of destruction of desire and attachment and conquest of 
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senses by stilling the mind; secondly, control of mind is identified as more 

important renunciation than control of senses; thirdly, of equality and peace gained 

through the rejection of the lower nature or ‗we must put an end to the cause of 

desire, rushing out of the senses to seize and enjoy their objects;‘
71

 we must draw 

away from sense objects as the tortoise draws his limbs into the shell; fourthly of 

passionless, impersonal and sacrificial action and recognition of the Supreme as 

the doer of all work; fifthly of inner renunciation of desire and freedom from 

lower egoistic Nature is preferable to the outer renunciation of life and action; 

through loss of ego one becomes impersonal Self; sixthly, the synthesis of Works 

and Knowledge of which Jnana Yoga is identified as more difficult path than 

Karma Yoga; seventhly, the doctrine of Avatara and the Divine birth of higher 

Consciousness in outward surface life which acts as source and inspiration of 

Divine action and through this accompanying constant Divine union, satata 

yuktah,
72

 one suffers Divine transformation of Nature, prakritijairmuktam;
73

 lastly, 

a Yogi must continually practice sacrifice, nitya Yajna
74

 and continually 

experience union with the Self, nitya Yuktah
75

 either by sitting apart and alone in 

silent mind or by entry into all work, sarva karmani,
76

 or by harmonious 

combination of the both.  

 

The Gita‟s higher teachings are that oneness of personal will with the 

Divine in works by rising above the three gunas, to do all action entirely and 

perfectly for the Divine only; secondly, besides its earlier declaration that 

Knowledge is greater than Works, Bhakti is considered as the greatest element in 

Yoga; thirdly the effective relation between Works, Knowledge and Divine Love 

are synthesized in higher planes of Consciousness for the attainment of Supreme 

realisation; fourthly, if one‘s lower Nature is sufficiently transformed then he can 

experience unity with all creatures, oneness with the cosmic Godhead; the vision 

of Universal Purusha, Viswa Rupa can be prolonged without recoil and this rare 

highest experience cannot be won by study of the Vedas or austerities or  gift or 

sacrifice, but ‗it can be seen, known, entered into only by that Bhakti which 

regards, adores and loves Me alone in all things;‘
77

 fifthly, the inter-relation 

between the multiple Soul, Kshara, immutable Self, Akshara, and the Supreme 

Self, Purushottama who is the Master of Works, Knowledge and Love is worked 

out; sixthly, the dynamic aspect of Uttama Purusha, Supreme Soul is Para 

Prakriti, Supreme Nature, by which this world is upheld, dharyate jagat;
78

 a 

relation between Para and Apara Prakriti can be worked out through the descent 

of Divine Shakti to lower Nature; this secret is hinted in the Gita but never 

developed; seventhly, Sraddha, the ever growing faith in the Divine, as important 

aid for manifestation of Para Prakriti and subsequent transformation of Nature. 

 

In the Gita, the antinomy between the tranquil and Impersonal Self and 

Personal Self, Impersonal Self and the action of Nature, the Personal or mutable 

Self and the action of dynamic Nature are reconciled in that which exceeds them, 
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the Purushottama Consciousness. Thus it bridges the opposition between the 

cosmic possession of Time and Supracosmic Timeless Eternity, hostility between 

the freedom of the Spirit and bondage of the Soul, antinomy between mind in 

Ignorance and Spirit in Knowledge. It also reconciles the opposition between 

Karma and Jnana Yoga by stating that Works are not an obstacle but a passage to 

the supreme Knowledge, sarvam karmakhilam partha jnane parisamapyate.
55

 It 

also reconciles the opposition between Jnana and Bhakti Yoga, where the relation 

between impersonal Self and personal God is established in Purushottama 

Consciousness. After the development of the theory of Personal Divine and 

Impersonal Divine, the Divine Teacher sets out to remove the source of these two 

difficulties. The resolution of these antinomies and certain obscurity about the Self 

are cleared in that which exceeds it; it is the manifestation of Integral Divine, the 

Purushottama, who contains the Impersonal Self, Personal Self and their relation 

with Para and Apara Prakriti. Thus the Gita is able to get rid of exclusions and 

separative divisions and fuses Being and Becoming, Nivritti and Pravritti together 

in the Integral Divine. The Gita also resolves the antinomy between Vedism and 

Vedantism by large explanation of the meaning of sacrifice and the restricted 

Vedic sense of ceremonial sacrifice, of ritualised works, of social duties and of 

worshiping gods are widened for a larger and universal application. It also 

reconciles the polytheistic doctrine of the Veda with the monotheistic adoration of 

the Vedanta by recognising ‗Devas are only forms of the one Deva, the Ishwara, 

the Lord of all Yoga...‘
79

    

 

The Gita lays maximum stress on the development of highest goal of the 

Supracosmic faculties, which will preoccupy man with his real business of 

becoming God, Brahmabhutah;
5
 secondly it stresses on His universal existence in 

which all moves and acts and through this He extends His faculty of universal 

Divine action, sarvabhuta hite ratah;
6
 thirdly, it emphasizes on the acceptance of 

Godhead as the divine inhabitant in the human body, manusim tanumasritam;
7
 and 

fourthly it insists on the manifestation of Divine Nature, madbhava,
8
 in all things 

through intervention of four fold Soul force, chaturvarnyam maya srustam,
9
 four-

fold Divine Shaktis, chatvaro manovastatha,
8
 sevenfold Integral Knowledge, 

maharsaya saptapurbe,
8
 and thus the final object of this Yoga is then a self-

completing union of Soul with the Purushottama through the formula ‗thou shalt 

first see all existences without exception in the Self (Kshara), then in Me 

(Purushottama),‘ atmani atho mayi,
80

 and of suffusion of  Purushottama 

Consciousness into the manifested nature, prakritim mamikam,
81

 para Prakriti,
82 

svam prakritim.
83

  

 

Difficulties of reconciliation between the Gita and integral Yoga: 

In the Gita transformation of lower Nature into Divine Nature, 

Parambhavam
7
 and action of the Divine Mother, Para Prakriti

31
 are hinted but 

never developed and it does not teach directly the lesson to invert the Divine Force 
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towards the earth nature rather it teaches the sublimation and Spiritualisation of 

nature and opens the door towards Cosmic Consciousness, sarvabhutani 

chatmani
13

 and from this Consciousness one can leap into preliminary stairs of 

Supramental Consciousness where the World, the Self and the God are reconciled. 

The highest contribution of the Gita to the world in terms of Consciousness is its 

Cosmic Consciousness, where an individual is not isolated from the world but 

intimately united and identified with all others through revelation of the vision of 

Universal Godhead, Vasudeva sarvamiti. He realises his Oneness with the Divine 

and Oneness with the World. Then his next task is to take care, unify and identify 

the whole parts of Nature and the whole being around the central truth and central 

Consciousness.   

 

The Gita is a Shastra of Purusha Yajna, sacrifice of Soul, which 

emphasises the union between Soul and the Divine or that ‗the Lord is lodged in 

the hearts of all beings.‘
54

 It hints little about reconciliation between Spirit and 

Matter or between Purusha and Prakriti; so holding together the dual Avatara, 

Ishwara and Shakti in the heart is hinted but never developed; so this experience 

may not be practicable for an exclusive Sadhaka of the Gita in the initial phase of 

his sadhana. So to transform nature may not be feasible as the Divine 

Consciousness may not be directed sufficiently towards the lower nature or the 

descending Divine Force may transform a part of nature and is oblivious of the 

entire transformation or the present nature may be hostile against the descending 

Mother force resulting in the suspension of growth for this life. So a Sadhaka of 

integral Yoga has to enter and develop both Purusha Yajna and Prakriti Yajna 

extensively of which former is developed and latter is hinted in the Gita and 

reconcile its two doctrine Mamaibansa Jivabhuta,
30

 Jiva has become the Ishwara, 

and Paraprakritir Jivabhuta,
31 

Jiva has become the Ishwari or the Jiva in the heart 

is the meeting place of Kshara Purusha and Apara Prakriti, Akshara Purusha and 

Para-Shakti and Purushottama and Supramental Maya. To hold the Ishwara in the 

heart by traditional Yoga and to hold the Shakti in the heart by the traditional 

Tantra are reconciled in integral Yoga by holding together the dual Avatara, the 

dual Godhead, the static and the dynamic aspect of the Divine.   

 

The Gita‟s role in integral Yoga is identified in triple terms that its practice 

will make the Spiritual foundation strong by accepting the principle of Karma 

Yoga wholly; secondly the methods proposed by it to pursue triple Yoga of 

Karma, Jnana and Bhakti can be entirely accepted by rejecting its escapist aim of 

return to supreme Abode, paramam dhama
14

 and lastly it will pave the passage 

clear for the discovery of higher Consciousness through its long journey in Cosmic 

Consciousness, sarvabhutani chatmani,
13

 where one feels himself one with all 

things and beings, one with their consciousness and energy. A secure universality 

of being is the very basis and first condition of arriving at the luminous 

Supramental or Purushottama Consciousness.  
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To pursue integral Yoga with the aid of Their Teachings without giving 

Them service or without becoming a slave of the Divine is a dangerous ambitious 

proposal. His Spiritual achievement is not followed by experience of Spiritual 

Identity and Oneness with the Divine followed by Oneness with the World and 

subsequently oneness with dual Godhead. Thus an instrument of the Divine 

becomes an Asura
69

 with his imitation of becoming the Master of the universe is 

‗the first cause, the essential cause of all the disorder in the universe.‘
70

  

 

To give Them service without the aid and awareness of Their Teachings or 

without higher knowledge of Psychic and Spiritual plane will make life corrupt,
66

 

hard and baffling incertitude. If the best Souls of earth
10

 suffer corruption due to 

their inability to handle world falsehood rightly, then that produces worst possible 

consequence in the terrestrial atmosphere. 

 

The tendency of mind to become exclusive disciple oblivious of other six 

faculties of follower of Their limitless Consciousness, seeker of truth or the 

feeling that what he has known is nothing in comparable to what is to be known, 

servant or serve the Divine without the dissolution of his personal will, slave or 

serve the Divine with complete dissolution of personal will, instrument or 

preoccupied only with those action for which he has received a Divine call and 

child or becoming one with the Divine Mother and the tendency of mind to 

become exclusive Teacher oblivious of other six Divine personalities of Father, 

Mother, Master, Friend, Lover, Play-mate, and tendency of mind to become 

oblivious of subordination of latter seven-fold personalities near the former seven-

fold faculties are inconsistent with the spirit of integral Yoga. These integrations 

are possible in the higher planes of universal consciousness and not possible 

within the three modes of Nature.   

 

One can begin Yoga with part time service and of following a fragment of 

Their Teachings, but to remain there for a long period or to persist there 

permanently will make life corrupt and asuric. Thus he emerges ‗as a principal 

and separate profiteer in the world commerce‘
65

 and this separative identity can 

be healed by opening of Spiritual Being and greater feeling of unity with all in 

cosmic consciousness. So the solution lies in severely trained purified intellect 

which includes training of emotional and volitional mind and pushing them rightly 

to dynamise the Spiritual being, buddheh paratastu sah.
117a

  

 

A Sadhaka is generally weighed by degree of consecration he has 

practiced/offered to the Divine, known as Vedantic sacrifice and consecration he 

has practiced/offered to the Divine Mother, known as Vedic sacrifice and their 

reconciliation. 
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If a Sadhaka of integral Yoga will utilise Purushottama consciousness as 

door of escape into Param dham, then that will lead to success of traditional Yoga 

and if he can dynamise the Purushottama Consciousness, invert them earthward, 

enter Cosmic Consciousness, Supramentalise his Psychic being, permit the free 

flow of Supramental energy into Subconscient and Inconscient Sheath, opening of 

hidden Selves there, then that will lead towards fulfilment of seemingly impossible 

task of integral Yoga. 

 

The Gita’s Injunction: 

Sri Anilbaran Roy‟s realised status of Jnana Yogi, and Sadhaka of the Gita 

helps us to enter the immobile mind, life and body and the basic truth of Vedanta 

which are indispensable to discover the Spirit in Mind or Akshara Purusha which 

will help subsequently to approach the comprehensive truth of integral Yoga. He 

will still remain for us as large inspiration
10

 in discovering the threads of integral 

Yoga from the root knowledge of traditional Yoga.  

 

The Gita is a synthesis of six schools of ancient Vedantic teachings and 

with the aid of the best wisdom of the past, the future can be made opulent. If it 

succeeds in liberating humanity then the integral Yoga can proceed the next step 

of transforming humanity. A seeker of integral Truth can obey the following 

injunctions issued in the Gita and can ‗give them an orientation in conformity with 

his (integral) aim.‘
4 

 

The Gita’s injunction issued to Developing Souls: 

Four kind of virtuous men love and adore Me, O Arjuna, (1) those in 

distress, sorrow and suffering, (2) those seeking for good in the world, (3) the 

seekers after knowledge, and (4) those who have the knowledge of the Brahman.
53

 

Thus the Gita asks the tamasic devotees, arta, to raise their consciousness to 

rajasic state, artharthi, from rajasic state to Sattwic state, Jijnasu, and from 

sattwic state to trigunatita state of Consciousness, Jnani. The Gita approves the 

devotees of all the above four types as noble Souls, udarah and regards the 

devotion of first three types as good but still inferior and cannot lead the Souls to 

their culmination as they seek God only for worldly boon and vital-emotional 

happiness. It lays the seal of full approval towards the fourth kind of devotees, 

Jnani, as Bhakti with Knowledge is identified as the greatest of all other forms of 

devotion and they seek the Divine for His own sake. Integral Yoga accepts above 

hierarchies in which first three are developing Souls; the third one is in transitional 

state from which a developing Soul emerges as a developed Soul either in this 

birth or after many births of preparation. The liberated Souls of this third type live 

content in the limited action ‗within the old human surroundings which will in no 

way seek to change their outward appearance.‘
116

 The fourth state of Jnani, is 

further divided into four stages of ascending order of developed Soul that of twice 
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born Dvija, instrument, Yantra, emanation, Vibhuti and the consciousness of an 

Avatara. 

In the preliminary state of his Sadhana, Arjuna‟s tamasic recoil from the 

war field and entry into dejection and discouragement is much more injurious and 

destructive than the rajasic principles of strife, struggle and dissociation. So the 

Lord asks Arjuna to ascend from the state of tamasic devotee, arta, to rajasic 

devotee, artharthi, by activation Kshetriya Soul force and to renounce attachment 

by slaying
89

 human unenlightened Teacher Dronacharya, who represents ego and 

divisible Consciousness. This indicates that for a secured Spiritual life one should 

constantly slay
90

 the inner enemy of desire, ego and ignorance and in collective 

living he should constantly wage war against the powers of Adharma. Then the 

Lord asks Arjuna to become Sattwic devotee, jijnasu, and begin Yoga by 

renouncing Prakriti Yajna, which includes renunciation of all types of external 

worship and insists him to pursue only Purusha Yajna which will establish him 

trigunatita state.
91

 Then He asks him to adore only the highest embodied Divine 

personality, here represented by Him and discourages him to adore other gods 

which is meant to satisfy ‗various outer desires of the devotees.‘
92

 So the Gita asks 

the above three bound Souls to become desireless and adore the One, representing 

highest Consciousness and discourages though does not ban adoration of other 

godheads representing the distortion of highest comprehensive Consciousness.
93

 

Then the Lord points out that even the devotees who worship other Gods, their 

sacrifice is also received by Him though not according to the true law, 

abidhipurbakam.
94

 If one adores and offers sacrifice to the Divine in tamasic state, 

then that sacrifice goes to elemental powers and grosser spirits, pretan 

bhutaganam;
95

 if he offers adoration to the Divine in rajasic state of 

consciousness, then the sacrifice goes to lower godheads and perverse powers, 

asuras, yaksa-raksamsi;
95

 if he offers adoration to the Divine concealed in His 

manifestation in sattwic state of Consciousness, then the sacrifice and service is 

received by partial godheads and not directly by the integral Divinity.
95 

A seeker 

of truth, Jijnasu, by the virtue of pursuing Sadhana unsuccessfully in past births, 

takes interest in written truth in this life from early part of his life. Thus he 

practices sacrifice, askesis and giving which is limited, largely egoistic (sattwic 

ego) and mistaken in its motive and he endeavours to go beyond the written truth. 

When Arjuna ascends to the stairs of twice born Soul, Dvija, the Lord further 

insists him to ‗adore the feet of the enlightened Guru‟
49

 or ‗veneration of the 

Teacher‘
96

 in order to realise the Divine as Kshara, Akshara and Purushottama. 

Then after Arjuna is established as developed Soul of Yantra, the Lord gives him 

this knowledge that all concentrated objective action and sacrifice must be 

supported by ceaseless Japa
97

 and this habit of Japa must be maintained while in 

action of the war field
115

 and also while leaving the earthly body
98

 in deep 

Samadhi where one‘s Soul can take final refuge in the Param Dhama. When he 

ascends to the status of Vibhuti, for universalisation of Consciousness and 

realisation of Divine in all His becomings, the Lord further asks Arjuna to worship 
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His manifestation in the Sun, Moon, Star, flower, in every living creature. He has 

to adore the myriad Gods, deva, superior human beings known as twice born dvija, 

man of enlightened knowledge, prajna, and the enlightened teacher, guru.
99

 The 

Lord points out that adoration of all His manifestations equally, without distinction 

is the condition of becoming the greatest Yogi.
100

 When he ascends to the status of 

Avatara Consciousness or Purushottama Consciousness through triple 

consecration, there triple poise of the Self coexists and the Soul, Kshara Purusha 

possesses the Godhead, Purushottama, in totality. 

  

Integral Yoga follows this sequence of Arjuna and it stresses adoration of 

the One to the exclusion of the Many for developing Souls to build Spiritual 

foundation and asks the developed Souls to reconcile them in order to know and 

possess the Divine entirely. This adoration of superior human beings hinted in the 

Gita is applicable in integral Yoga for developed Soul
101

 and this adoration is even 

further extended to criminal, thief, murderer and outcaste
102

 in order to extend the 

realisation of Divine in Cosmic Consciousness. There will be even ‗certain 

respect‘
103

 and reverence for physical things, a worship of Divine, the Brahman in 

what one uses, ordered harmony and beauty in the life of Matter in order to 

complete the realisation of Divine in all things. Thus, through Soul evolution the 

scope of consecration becomes wide
104

 and all-pervasive. When this consecration 

becomes absolute and constant, nitya yajna,
74

 one experiences constant Divine 

union, nitya yukta,
75

 and in this waking trance he can repeat Divine‘s name 

ceaselessly, nitya Japa
105

 and this is one of the ways of experiencing cellular 

transformation.   

 

The Gita’s Injunction issued to Men of Knowledge: 

 The Gita issues injunction to the man of Knowledge that he should give 

wisdom which he has received from within and above to those seekers only who 

prostrate the feet of the Teacher, have question and can give service.
49

 He should 

not give this knowledge of the Gita to them who despise and belittle the Divine, 

those who do not do askesis and do not want to listen the supreme Knowledge.
45

 

This knowledge should be given to them those who have faith in the Divine and 

the uncarping.
45

 

 

 He should not disturb the life basis and thought basis of the ignorant, who 

are bewildered by three gunas; for impelled by his example and instruction, but 

unable to comprehend his action and vision, they would lose their ordinary earth 

bound life without arriving any higher Spiritual state.
50

  

 

 He should not create controversy, division of their understanding who are 

attached to three modes of work. He would ask them to do and love all external 

action, doing them himself with knowledge and union with the Divine.
51

 Integral 

Yoga accepts
33

 above guidelines of the Gita. 
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The Lord asks Arjuna to pursue Jnana/Buddhi Yoga first before pursuing 

Karma and Bhakti Yoga, because if intelligence is united with the Divine and one 

is established in immobile trance, Samadhi, then it will be easier to pursue Karma 

Yoga, as one will have least attachment towards fruit of action and it will also be 

easier to pursue Bhakti Yoga, as one will have least attachment towards sense and 

emotional enjoyments. So the privilege of a Jnana Yogi is that he can reconcile the 

self-discipline of difficult Jnana Yoga with relatively easier
56

 Karma Yoga and the 

easiest
57

 Bhakti Yoga. Or the Gita further issues injunction on a Jnana Yogi that 

his difficult self-discipline will become easier
56

 if he can reconcile it with Karma 

Yoga. 

The liberated eye of knowledge meets the world not with the struggling 

lower Nature alone but he approaches God equally in tamasic, rajasic and sattwic 

creatures. First, he sees the Divine Nature, Para Prakriti evolving within 

everybody and does not read the surface phenomena of the existence with ego and 

ignorance. Secondly, he is not deluded by appearance but sees the Divine qualities 

under the mask of Deva and Asura, man and beast, good and wicked, learned and 

ignorant. He pierces the truth of Spirit behind every perversion and imperfection 

and moves towards complete self-knowledge and sees all with a complete love and 

charity in the heart, a complete understanding in the intellect and a complete 

equality in spirit. Lastly he sees and respects the upward urge of the striving power 

of Divine Will towards Godhead, encourages all high divine manifestation in the 

form of heroism, courage, luminous wisdom, mighty power, benignant sweetness, 

grandeur love and entire self-giving.
60

 

 

The Gita’s Injunction issued to the Divine Worker: 

 What are the Divine action and its coexistence of Divine silence and 

passivity that a Divine Worker must know and through this knowledge based 

action he can be released from all error, defects and ills. One has to understand the 

Divine action initiated from higher planes of Consciousness, undivine action 

initiated from rajasic desire will and inertia of inaction initiated from tamasic 

indolence. He who in Divine activity can see the Divine passivity and this 

subjective action of Divine descent continues after the objective action ceases, he 

is a true Karma Yogi. So he is in Yoga and a many sided universal Divine worker 

involved in doing well of all creature. The inception and continuation of Divine 

action is free from the will of desire and all the defects of work are burned up by 

the fire of self-knowledge. He has abandoned all attachment to the fruits of work, 

ever satisfied without any kind of dependence, he does nothing but a Divine Will 

does action through him. He has no personal hope, personal possession; his heart, 

sense, mind and intellect are under perfect self control, performs action by the 

movement of the body alone, he does not commit any sin. The liberated Divine 

Worker is satisfied with whatever comes to him, lives beyond any duality, is 

jealous of none, and is equal in failure and success. He is free from attachment, 
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mind, sense and heart are firmly founded in self-knowledge and defect of all his 

work is dissolved.
46

 The Lord projected this Karma Yoga superior
55

 to Jnana Yoga 

as one does not have to reject life and action in order to attain the Divine. Karma 

Yoga gives the message of transformation of lower Nature of three gunas into 

higher Divine Nature, because through this transformation alone ‗a perfected Yogi 

lives and acts always in the Divine.‘
58

   

 

The Gita’s Injunction issued to the men of Devotion: 

The Gita categorically speaks of two kinds of Bhakti that (1) of the 

devotion born out of many branching desire and (2) of the concentrated single 

pointed devotion, ekabhakti,
75

 after one is thoroughly established in mutable and 

personal Saguna Brahman consciousness and in the impersonal and immutable 

Nirguna Brahman consciousness. It is through the latter passage one will discover 

the Cosmic Consciousness, Vasudeva Sarvamiti, vision of universal Godhead, 

Viswa Rupa Darsana, and the Supramental Consciousness, Purushottama. The 

Divine Love of this latter type of Bhakti is extensively developed in Sri 

Aurobindo‟s epic Savitri. 

 

The Gita gives importance to Bhakti after Arjuna is established through 

double movement of his sincerity, dwibidha nistha,
106

 in Karma and Jnana Yoga. 

Or after Arjuna is established in the inactive Akshara Purusha and active Kshara 

Purusha, the Lord wanted to give him the knowledge of Uttama Purusha through 

that Bhakti which is equipped with integral Knowledge and integral self-giving. 

Thus in this absolute state of Bhakti, His devotees do not depreciate the Divine‘s 

creation and rather adore all from saint to sinner equally. They are absolutely 

protected against all evil, accident and destruction, na me bhaktah pranasyati
107 

and are naturally and spontaneously free from all attachments towards things and 

individuals, mad bhaktah sangabarjitah.
108

 

 

The man who is established in Bhakti, through practice of Bhakti Yoga is 

dear to the Divine. (1) He is having ill will to none, and having compassion and 

friendship to all beings, free from ego, even minded in pain and pleasure, forgives 

all, he is ever content, self controlled and firm willed; his emotional mind and 

intellect are given up to the Divine; (2) he neither agitates the world, udbega, nor 

feels agitated by the world; he is free from the agitation of joy, resentment and 

fear; (3) he does not expect favour from anybody, is pure, skilful, indifferent, 

given up all initiation of work; (4) he who neither rejoices nor hates, neither 

grieves nor desires, has abolished the distinction between fortunate and 

unfortunate happenings and is full of devotion to the Divine; (5) he is equal to 

friend and enemy, honour and dishonour, cold and heat, pleasure and pain, praise 

and blame, is free from attachment, silent, content with whatever comes, without 

attachment to home, family, clan, religion and nation, firm in emotional mind fully 

turned towards the Divine through devotion. 
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 But out of them, the exceedingly dear devotee is he who makes Divine his 

one and only supreme aim of life and with full of faith, follows the written truth in 

every detail or obeys the immortalising Dharma uttered by the Lord entirely.
47

 The 

Lord projected this Bhakti Yoga superior to Jnana Yoga because constant and 

comprehensive union with the personal form of the Divine known as 

Purushottama consciousness is far superior
52

 than the constant union with 

impersonal form of the Divine known as Akshara Purusha consciousness or 

experience of Brahma-nirvana. This comprehensive union of Kshara Purusha or 

personal Divine with the Uttama Purusha is further extended with the union with 

Anandamaya Purusha. This is identified as the highest perfection of Bhakti Yoga.      

 

The integral Bhakti Yoga is the extensive extension of the Gita‟s teachings 

of traditional Bhakti Yoga. It points out that a developing Soul‘s adoration to 

personal Divine will deform the catholicity of Spirituality into narrow religion.
109

 

So as corrective measure, a developing Soul must give more importance to 

Divine‘s impersonal Form
110

 than the adoration of His personal manifestation. As 

the Soul develops and he becomes the adult Soul, then he can adore and enter 

contact with the Divine‘s seven-fold personal relation,
111

 which is for him more 

important than the relation with the Divine‘s impersonal Form. Thus the Spiritual 

value of integral Yoga is secured from shadow of Religion‘s clutch, which makes 

the evolution slow and tardy. 

 

The Gita’s Injunction issued to the integral Seekers of Truth: 

 Those seekers of Truth, who follow this path of the Gita, their efforts are 

not lost, nor are there any retrogression, even if they follow and obey a little of this 

law of written truth, dharma, they are delivered from great danger.
35

 Thus the Gita 

asks to begin Yoga with partial obedience to law of truth, swalpamapyasya 

dharmasya
35

 and move towards complete obedience, dharmamritamidam
36

 and 

finally asks to go beyond all the written law of truth, sarva dharman paritejya.
3
 

  

An integral seeker of truth is concerned with resolving following issues in 

addition to the eighteen questions raised by Arjuna in the war field: (1) How the 

Spirit can possess the Matter? (2) How Karma, Jnana and Bhakti Yoga can be 

entirely reconciled? (3) The Gita described adequately the Nature and hierarchy of 

Apara Prakriti. Now how can we know adequately the nature and hierarchy of 

Para Prakriti? (4) The Gita described adequately the nature of undivine work of 

three gunas. How can we know adequately the nature and hierarchy of Divine 

Work? (5) Lord has hinted about the immortality of the Soul. How can that 

immortality be extended to the Nature? (6) How Bhakti, which is identified as 

highest element Yoga can be realised by entering personal relation with the subtle 

body of external Avatara? (7) How can we unite with dual Avatara integrally, 

samagram mam, in all life, sarvesu kalesu yogayukto?
112

 (8) How through perfect 

and rigorous training of the body one can open himself towards physical 
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transformation?  (9) Are the two questions raised in the Savitri book applicable for 

a Sadhaka of integral Yoga, ―Or must fire always test the great of soul?‖
113

 Or 

‗must (one) cross on stones of suffering to its goal?‘
114

  

 

 A Sadhaka of integral Yoga can concentrate and develop the highest hinted 

truth of the Gita which ‗has been left in a certain obscurity of a lesser relative 

light.‘
38

 It has been hinted constantly in myriad terms of Vasudevah sarvamiti,
39

 

the Godhead is all that is the universe and all that is in the universe, Prakritm 

mamikam,
37

 into My Divine nature, Prakritim me param,
31

 My supreme nature, 

Prakritim swam,
34

 My own nature, Prakritir jiva-bhuta,
31

, Divine Nature which 

has become the jiva, Madbhavam agatah,
8
 have arrived at My nature of being, 

daivi prakriti,
12

 Divine nature and Param bhavam,
7
 Supreme nature or the 

ultimate becoming, sadharmyam agatah,
11

 those who have become of like nature 

and law of being with the Divine; but these terminology were nowhere explained 

entirely. Integral Yoga is developed from the above hinted highest truth. 

 

A Thorough Knowledge on integral Jnana Yoga: 

―The complete realisation of unity is therefore the essence of the integral 

knowledge and of the integral Yoga. To know Sachchidananda one in Himself 

and one in all His manifestation is the basis of knowledge; to make that vision of 

oneness real to the consciousness in its status and in its action and to become that 

by merging the sense of separate individuality in the sense of unity is its 

effectuation in the individual being and the individual life. This realisation of 

oneness and this practice of oneness in difference is the whole of Yoga.‖
24 

Sri Aurobindo 

Intellectual deliberation, Vichara, and right discernment of truth, Viveka, 

are the starting point of Yoga of Knowledge which removes the difficulties of 

path. A seeker of Knowledge must be free from error created by sense organ, 

desire, intellectual preference and old association and must arrive at the right 

thought of himself and the world and his right knowledge will be more effective if 

it is further supported by triple realisation of vision, waking trance and experience 

of Samadhi or inner vision of Self, complete Spiritual experience and identity. One 

can arrive at these three experiences by triple method of Jnana Yoga; (1) hearing 

of luminous truth from Guru and Shastra and vision of luminous truth from subtle 

world known as Sravana; (2) then hold firmly that vision of truth and fix it in the 

mind by exclusive concentration known as manana and (3) by long and persistent 

concentration the veil of mind is swept away and floods of light, jyotirmaya 

Brahman, breaks over the awakened mentality which is known as nididhyasan. All 

vision of self, dristi, is completed by a Spiritual experience of embracing 

knowledge in all our members and it is culminated by experience of identity or 

becomes one with the Reality. So mind must be taught three lessons that (1) of 

pacifying and silencing the mind to discover the indwelling Self; (2) of 

concentrating, contemplating and meditating the mind on the One everywhere, 
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Over-dwelling Self and of all things as the One and (3) of combining the above 

two movements to go beyond, to the transcendent Self.   

 

We learn from him (Sri Anilbaran Roy) that dissolution of the existing 

surface personality of mind, life and body into silent Self, Moksha, is a difficult 

achievement of traditional Jnana Yoga, but still more difficult achievement is to 

dynamise and invert this absolute state towards earth nature to transform it; any 

attempt for Divine transformation of Nature without the Divine realisation of Self 

is a hastier and dangerous proposition; because the latter confirms a strong 

Spiritual foundation and on this strong base the former Spiritual integration 

becomes practicable. 

 

To follow the voice of the inmost Psychic being is the wisest. ‗It is better to 

wander at the call of one‘s soul than to go apparently straight with the reason and 

the outward moral mentor.‘
62

 The call received to pursue integral Yoga may later 

be superseded by a pseudo call whose origin is in pseudo intuition which is 

subsequently originated from some suppressed ambition in intellect and a whirl of 

intensely assured false certitude; so in order to recognise the source of a call, 

instruction or adesh and vision ‗attach no final value to it, but rather look upward, 

refer all to the divine principle and wait in as complete a silence as it can 

command for the light from above;‘
15

 for true intuition is a secured self existent 

truth; does not admit into itself any mixture of sense-error and intellectual 

ideation; it is a kind of truth vision, truth hearing, truth memory and truth 

discernment. When intelligence, instead becoming subordinate of Intuition, 

becomes its master, then intellect uses illuminative intuition for some inferior 

purpose; builds a stuff of mixture of truth and error; deforms truth and distorts it 

into mass of falsehood. Through this misuse and false imitation, intellect may lead 

one to perplexities, confusion and cannot be a satisfying guide to the truth of 

things. For this reason intellect is trained not only to wait but also to purify the 

physical mind
48

 which is enslaved to external appearance of things, purify the vital 

mind which is enslaved to personal will, desire and lower nature, purify the 

intellect which is enslaved to preference, fixed ideas and opinions. These are 

replaced by intuitive vision, insight, will and intuitive ideation.   

 

This integral Yoga does not rely on partial Divine union which may give 

birth to pseudo Divine call; does not lean on partial knowledge without the 

realisation of the One, which gives birth to Ignorance and does not depend on any 

partial truth which is identified as falsehood; so in this Yoga the Divine‘s 

specialised Call must be integrated through integration of patience, sthairyam, 

faith, sraddha, sincerity, nistha, concentration, samyama and consecration, Yajna 

in order to experience integral Divine union and to neglect this highest 

comprehensive experience for any other partial Divine union is ‗to afflict our 

Yoga with inferiority‘
16

 and fall away from the integral aim. 
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Outward movement and inner movement are part of one Reality but 

exclusive dependence on the former is injurious to the Soul, because by that the 

mind turns outward and seems to be trapped in the appearances of things; same 

thing may repeat if one wide opens the door towards the world while leading a 

closed secluded life; this Yoga insists for a calm thought and steady wisdom that 

turns the eye inward, sees the Self and attains to immortality; as per the 

Upanishad, the God has designed man whose doors of Consciousness is turned 

outward which is too near to the external world and universal subconscience and 

not near enough to original Superconscience; so an effective remedy is to turn the 

eye inward by introducing ‗psychological observation and analysis‘
28

 or by 

contemplation, meditation and silencing the mind; any intoxication like tea, 

coffee, cold drinks, smoking and alcohol can draw the consciousness of a Jnana 

Yogi outward. These are problem of alienation and are seen among those who do 

not receive sufficient parental care and love. The modern communication like 

news paper,
61

 television, internet and telephone draw the consciousness towards 

loss of mental virginity and drag the surface mind downward; so they can be 

abstained at all stages of sadhana of Jnana Yoga except for few privileged 

developed Spiritual Souls absorbed entirely in the Spiritual plane and have 

capacity to reconcile the Divine Consciousness and ordinary earthly 

consciousness. They ‗will not only alter the forms and sphere of its own external 

life but leaving nothing around it unchanged or unaffected.‘
116

 So one must be 

established in the Superconscient plane which is ‗not merely a state withdrawn 

from the all consciousness of the outward, withdrawn even from all consciousness 

of the inward‘
29

 but a dynamic Consciousness which can penetrate below to 

transform Subconscient and Inconscient world and penetrate around to transform 

life and world. 

 

The three central principle of integral Yoga are derived from the three 

Vedantic method of knowledge; (1) it is either a knowledge in the will working out 

through action (2) or knowledge in the intellect through discernment (3) or 

knowledge of the heart expressed in love and faith which form the basis of integral 

Karma, Jnana and Bhakti Yoga respectively. Integral Jnana Yoga gives awareness 

on the infinite existence as conscious Will-force which is the creator and governor 

of this world action; it again reveals that the Self-existent is All-blissful who 

accepts the adoration of all beings, seeks after their knowledge and takes joy in 

their work; so the Divine is for them at once the Master of work, Teacher of Yoga 

and Lover and Beloved of ecstatic embrace; thus work and devotion become an 

extension and result of the path of knowledge. 

 

The Gita says
27

 that he who knows Divine as immutable oneness, Akshara 

Purusha, mutable many-souled movement, Kshara Purusha and supreme Being, 

Purushottama, has integral Knowledge, seeks Him by love in every way of his 
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being. Thus Knowledge culminates in Love. A traditional Jnana Yogi conceives 

Impersonal existence as the original and eternal reality and for him adoration of 

Divine Personality of Bhakti Yoga is only an illusion or construction of the mind. 

A Jnana Yogi‟s aversion towards defect of three modes of work considering 

ignorance as the cause of work and desire as the master motive behind action; thus 

work emerges as crude, drawing of the energies outward and inferior to its loftier 

pitch of entire quiescence deprives him from the transformation of outer nature 

and aversion towards Bhakti considering devotion, worship and love without 

purifying knowledge as raw, unripe, narrow, blind, crude, dangerous, ignorant, 

leads to fanaticism and obscurantism and good only for the Souls that are not 

ready for highest truth, deprives him from the intense Divine ecstasy and from 

faith on the Divine to tread this integral path till the end. A seeker of integral Yoga 

must throw away all misunderstanding and mutual depreciation towards the triple 

path of Yoga. All work finds its culmination in Knowledge and all Knowledge 

finds its fulfilment in works and all Love leads to perfect Knowledge and brings 

infinite and complete Divine union. Knowledge and Love are equal Divine Powers 

but their methods of arriving at the same objective of Divine Oneness are 

different. An integral Jnana Yogi is ‗free from attachment to action and equally 

free from attachment to inaction‘
26

 and for him aversion to mental or corporeal 

action is not desirable.  

 

The other danger of Jnana Yoga is that one may get encrusted in ‗static 

seclusion or a golden impotence‘
17

 of the inner world and Spiritual force 

accumulated is not competent enough to transform the outer existence and still 

worse result may follow if the Spiritual action of Knowledge is diminished and 

corrupted or make it an accomplice of its own perverse or inferior workings. A 

Jnana Yogi must recognise his own incompleteness as he cannot experience the 

perfection into which life and action enter. Its quietist hold of the powerful and 

higher truth of Brahma Nirvana, is not the whole and the highest truth and its 

propagation of inaction as the universal, complete and highest ideal of the human 

race may produce widespread confusion, miserable disintegration, world-

destruction and disastrous consequences.  

 

Integral Yoga is safe to begin with Karma Yoga, because work is the first 

power of life and by action the gulf between inner and outer life is bridged. Those 

who begin this Yoga with Bhakti  or Jnana, due to their innate nature, svabhaba, 

they face the difficulty in bridging this gulf, because these Yogas are initially 

practiced in isolation by exclusion of the world. A strong Karma Yogi can be a 

strong Jnana Yogi, but its reverse is a still easier achievement (this is discussed 

elsewhere in this book); strong Bhakti Yoga stands on both foundations. To be 

exclusive integral Karma Yogi, exclusive integral Jnana Yogi and exclusive 

integral Bhakti Yogi is not practicable because integration does not come by 

exclusion of the other two; rather he can become exclusive Karma, Jnana and 
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Bhakti Yogi of traditional kind; so to become an integral Yogi the right assessment 

of his deficiencies in volitional, intellectual and emotional parts are imperative and 

he must develop mutual appreciation towards three paths of Karma, Jnana and 

Bhakti Yoga. Divine Will is the first and most ancient priest of sacrifice, ‗driver of 

the world,‘
63

 foundation of all living, is conscious power and increases the 

potencies of greater force; it is defined as the Truth-consciousness of the infinite 

affirming itself in the determinations of the finite. Knowledge is the action and 

movement of Consciousness; it increases the potencies of greater Consciousness 

and is the widest power of Consciousness; Delight is the nature of Consciousness 

and its deepest and most intense form is Love. The original principle of existence 

is Sachchidananda where movement of Consciousness leads to Sat and is the 

origin of Jnana Yoga; Consciousness itself is Chit Shakti and is the origin of 

Karma Yoga and the union of Sat and Chit culminates in Delight which is the 

origin of Bhakti Yoga. Integral Yoga asks Knowledge and Love to be ‗blind and 

automatic servants and instruments‘
18

 of Divine Will or it recognises emotion and 

intellect as subordinate energies of Nature‘s whole labour to be or to become 

something. So integral Yoga‘s clear directive of using Jnana and Bhakti Yoga as 

subordinate of Karma Yoga is complemented by the Gita‟s declaration of all Work 

culminates in Knowledge
55

 and all Knowledge culminates in Love
52

 or Love is the 

crown of Knowledge.
20

 Thus Jnana seems to be superior to Karma or ‗Works are 

far inferior to Yoga of intelligence‘
32

 and Bhakti seems to be superior to both of 

them. Those who are able to maintain the above two status quo of integral and 

traditional Yoga and integrate the three Divine powers are successful integral 

Yogis. Unsuccessful integral Yogis arrive at the partial realisation of the Divine 

through their predominant aspect of Divine Love and Knowledge. Or those 

Sadhakas who concentrate on Jnana and Bhakti Yoga without sufficiently 

developing Karma Yoga cannot be successful integral Yogis. A Karma Yogi 

remains firm, equal, peaceful and composed while meeting the extreme world 

adversity and this equality is the condition of attaining the Supramental 

Consciousness.  

 

A thorough knowledge on integral Jnana Yoga is practicable primarily by 

having thorough knowledge on traditional Jnana Yoga; finding its limitation and 

transcending it; secondarily by discovering new avenues leading to the fulfilment 

of integral Yoga.  

 

The first movement of the path of traditional Yoga is the realisation of 

pure, silent, immutable Brahman, Akshara Purusha by withdrawal of 

consciousness from activity of mind, life and body. Thus one escapes from his 

own personality to Impersonality, escapes from the cosmic existence and releases 

into the ineffable and absolute Parabrahman. A seeker of Yoga may have other 

experiences on his way that of realisation of mutable Self who manifests Himself 

in all creatures, Kshara Purusha, may arrive at cosmic Consciousness, 
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sarvabhutani chatmani,
13

 may realise the unity of all beings but these are only 

stages and circumstances of his journey and to go beyond them all is his supreme 

Goal. The second movement of traditional Yoga is attainment of silence, 

freedom, peace possession of passive and active cosmic consciousness. From here 

a passage from traditional to integral Yoga opens where one unifies all in the 

Sachchidananda. This oneness is realised in all its poises, in all the planes of 

Absolute, Cosmic, Immutable and Mutable existence, in every aspect and in 

utmost appearances of multiplicity. 

 

Thus the limitation of traditional Yoga is identified. So it identifies more in 

the unmanifest absolute, Nirguna Brahman, Impersonality, silent and inactive 

Brahman and rejects manifestation, Saguna Brahman, Personality and dynamic 

Brahman. Thus a traditional Sadhaka lives a double life, Spiritual within or above 

and mental or material in the outer active earthly life. In integral Jnana Yoga this 

division and limitation is transcended and one arrives at the unity of higher triple 

Nature where Divine is revealed as Sachchidananda and this Consciousness 

descends to lower triple Nature where He is veiled as mind, life and body.     

 

The new avenues of integral Yoga are explored in four planes of 

consciousness known as waking Self, dream Self, sleep Self and final state of 

Turiya which is beyond passivity and beyond activity. Integral Yoga is less 

exclusively positive of the highest condition of Turiya and less exclusively 

negative of the Divine manifestation in Matter or the Divine descent in the waking 

Self. All the four states of consciousness are accepted as field of equal Divine 

union, equal Divine action and equal Divine manifestation. The surface world one 

lives and thinks is identified as objective Consciousness, waking Self, Virat, 

dominated by physical mind and through it one enjoys the external world. Behind 

it there is subtle world of subliminal Self, dream Self, Hiranyagarbha, absorbed 

states of inner experience, which one recognises as subjective Consciousness 

corresponding to the enjoyment of subtler life plane and mind plane. The source of 

subjective and objective consciousness is identified as massed Consciousness, 

ghana, of Supramental Self, Sleep Self, causal body, Susupti, blissful enjoying 

state, concentrated solely on itself, which is not developed in most of the human 

beings. So its faculty is not active and one is related with this plane in a dreamless 

sleep. Beyond them is the fourth state of the Self, Supreme Self, Turiya, the 

consciousness of pure self-existence, where there is no subject and object and is 

the origin of Existence and Ananda. With this plane one has no direct waking 

contact. Through these fourfold ladder one climbs upward through trance or deep 

meditation to the absolute Divine plane and descends down ward towards Matter 

in waking or intense waking trance.  

  

The limitation of traditional Jnana Yoga is that when one enters higher or 

highest state of Consciousness of inner Samadhi, absolute state of Turiya, either 
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through concentration on single object, or through contemplation, meditation or 

through silencing of the mind either through rejection of thought-suggestion or 

through witness state of standing back from the mental action; one loses hold of 

the inward Samadhi when he is awake or ‗descend into the contacts of the 

world.‘
21

 This truncated possession of the perfect Consciousness may be accepted 

as initial Spiritual experience of the beginners of integral Yoga but this 

higher/highest Consciousness must be finally called down to the waking state ‗to 

take possession of the lower being, to shed its light, power and bliss on our 

ordinary consciousness.‘
21

 Thus Purusha can exercise its full conscious control 

over Prakriti. This repeated and prolonged calling down of the dynamic Divine 

Shakti to the nether untransformed Nature is identified as ‗not of a pilgrim 

following the highroad to his destination, but, to that extent at least, of a path 

finder hewing his way through a virgin forest.‘
22

 Yogic trance is not the aim of 

integral Jnana Yoga but an important means to ‗enlarge and raise the whole 

seeing, living and active consciousness.‘
25

 Thus one becomes established in 

waking trance in which he experiences all the four planes of Consciousness or 

Divine union of multiple (ten) Selves with the respective Sheaths, koshas, in 

waking state. The Divine life is possible with self-identification with all the four 

planes and a right relation of Purusha with Prakriti is restored. Thus through 

movement of highest Consciousness to the lowest Matter the Spirit‘s Face is 

revealed.  

 

A thorough knowledge on integral Jnana Yoga includes (1) clear and 

complete knowledge and mastery over multiple Selves and their relation with 

multiple sheaths; (2) conscious communication, spontaneous interchange and 

direct knowledge of others by breaking the barriers between Soul and Soul, mind 

and mind, life and life, body and body and they are linked and realised as one 

common uniting consciousness; (3) a direct knowledge of hidden forces of Nature 

and mastery over their energies; (4) a direct knowledge of Occult mechanism of 

mind, life and matter and mastery over their instrumental action. 

 

Recapitulation: 

―Many times in his writings, particularly in The Synthesis of Yoga, Sri 

Aurobindo warns us against the imaginings of those who believe they can do 

sadhana without rigorous self-control and who heed all sorts of inspirations, 

which lead them to a dangerous imbalance where all their repressed, hidden, secret 

desires come out into the open under the pretence of liberation from ordinary 

conventions and ordinary reason.‖
67 

The Mother  

The traditional Jnana Yoga, buddhi Yoga and Sankhya of the Gita proposes 

a rigorous self-control for seekers of Truth. ―He who controls the organs of action, 

but continues in his mind to remember and dwell upon the objects of sense, is a 

self-deceiving and deluded soul, mithyachara; he is unable to elevate and enlarge 
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his life and action and his method of self-discipline is false and vain.‖
84

 It does not 

support coercion and suppression of Nature, nigraha,
85

 which is a violence done to 

the nature by desire-will and it finally depresses the natural powers of being, 

atmanam avasadayet.
86

 It does support self-control with right use and right 

guidance of Nature, samyama, which is defined as the control of the lower Nature 

by the higher Nature or control of bodily inertia by senses, control of senses by 

mind, control of mind by intellect, control of intellect by Self which successfully 

gives to those powers their right action and their maximum efficiency, yogah 

karmasu kausalam.
87

 

 

The Gita issues injunction on earth bound Soul that wrong living begins 

when mind dwells on the objects of sense with absorbing interest. From this wrong 

relation attachment is born. Attachment gives birth to desire. From desire anger, 

distress and passion comes forth. Anger leads to bewilderment. From 

bewilderment comes loss of memory of one‘s true self. By loss of memory the 

truth discernment of intelligent will is destroyed. By this destruction of discerning 

intelligence one perishes or experiences Spiritual fall. The Gita further points out 

that if one controls the organs of action and continue in his mind to remember and 

dwell upon the objects of sense enjoyment, then that self-discipline bewilders the 

Soul and all his self-control becomes false; ‗he has not understood its object or its 

truth, nor the first principles of his subjective existence; therefore all his methods 

of self-discipline are false and null.‘
59

 So the right and the highest living begins 

when one controls all the sense by mind and without attachment engages with the 

organs of action. ―This Yoga of self-control by intelligent will must be resolutely 

and continually practised without yielding to any discouragement by difficulty or 

failure until the bliss of Nirvana is securely possessed.‖
44

 

 

Mind is restless and very difficult to pacify. But O Arjuna, it can be 

controlled by constant practice, abhyasa, and non-attachment, vairagya.
40

 Without 

self-control, this Yoga is difficult to attain. Yoga is attainable by self-controlled 

seeker.
41

 ―Sense hunger does not cease with the self-control, samyama, it ceases 

when the Supreme is seen.‖
42

  ―Abandoning without exception all the desires born 

of the desire-will and holding in control all the senses by the mind so that they 

shall not run to all sides, one should gradually withdraw into tranquillity by a 

buddhi controlled by steadiness, and having fixed the mind in the Self one should 

not think of anything at all.‖
43

 Only by absolute self control of the senses, 

intelligence can perceive the Self, buddhi grahyam,
117

 which is an exceeding bliss. 

 

This rigorous self discipline of the Gita proposes that ―All the doors of 

senses must be closed, the mind must be shut in into the heart, the life-force taken 

up out of its diffused movement into the head, the intelligence must be 

concentrated on the single syllable OM and its conceptive thought must remember 

the supreme Godhead...‖
117b

 to unite with the static Divine and this self-discipline 
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is extended in integral Yoga through its seven-fold rigorous self-control, known as 

hierarchies of concentrations which are as follows:  

1) The first Exclusive Concentration: This is defined as the complete absorption 

in the objective world by an entire separation from the true Self; this practical self-

oblivion without essential and binding self-ignorance is the nature of exclusive 

concentration; out of this concentration the secret of the material world is 

revealed, in recent times it has justified itself by the many immense and 

innumerable minute discoveries of physical Science. The limitation of this first 

exclusive concentration is that it erects a wall of exclusion limiting itself to a 

single field, domain or habitation in the movement so that it is aware only of that 

and unaware of all the rest. A seeker of Truth utilises the faculty of first exclusive 

concentration towards calling down the spaceless Infinity to the limited space of 

his surrounding world.   

2) The Second Exclusive Concentration: This is defined as to preoccupy and 

limit oneself with the mental knowledge of the present which is hurriedly 

changing from moment to moment in a helpless succession of events, forms, 

phenomena and actions, oblivious of the successive past and future happenings 

except that of memory that holds little and vague inference of future; through this 

concentration the objective experience of the ever-changing present environment 

is realised through a superficial movement of consciousness; thus, the man is 

practically and dynamically the man of moments; future is withheld from his 

possession; identifies himself solely in the name and personality of the present 

narrow existence, lives only in his immediate and outward work and problem and 

ignorant of his limitation of past births and Spirit‘s unending future or put aside 

the whole infinite course of Time and  his rest of total Self and Nature. He utilises 

this second exclusive concentration towards calling down the Timeless Eternity to 

the slipping moments.  

3) The Third Exclusive Concentration: Or reverse movement of exclusive 

concentration, which is defined as the complete absorption in the objective means 

or self-disciplines in finding the subjective Being or concentrates exclusively on 

the concealed inner being by quieting the frontal active prakriti and subjective 

experience of the ever-modified mental states of its personality. This concentration 

is utilised to find the true physical being, true vital being, true mental being and 

the Psychic being.      

4) The Fourth Exclusive Concentration: This concentration is the outcome of 

fusion of above three exclusive concentrations. This is a concentration of 

separative active consciousness in a separative movement and this takes place not 

in true self, but in the untransformed active Prakriti. It does not prevent the full 

emergence and working of the whole conscious being behind the Ignorance, but a 

working in the conditions chosen and self-limited on the nature for a special 

purpose. In this concentration, the present moment is utilised in linking the 

subjective Time with the objective Space or in this concentration self-

concentration and self-expansion are reconciled.  
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5) The Essential Concentration: This is defined as the entire self-absorption in 

the essence of its own Psychic being through deeper self-oblivion of outward 

things. This concentration gives one the capacity to move consciousness from 

nether Inconscient Sheath to the highest Bliss Sheath. 

6) The Multiple Concentrations: This is defined as a greater concentration or 

self-absorption in the universalised Self for greater world action. With the 

expansion of subtle physical, subtle vital and subtle mental sheath, the 

consciousness is universalized and one feels the whole universe is within him and 

enters the greater creation, action and ananda of universal proportion. This 

concentration reconciles all the planes of consciousness from nether Inconscient 

Sheath to highest Bliss sheath. 

7) The All-inclusive Integral Concentration: The last instrument of swiftest 

Spiritual evolution is the development of Integral Concentration, which is 

capable of an integral, comprehensive, multiple, infinite self-concentration. It is 

further defined as entire absorption in the three poises of Self or a triune 

realisation; (1) that is Self is in all things which is the basis of our individuality in 

the universal, (2) all things are within the Self which is the basis of our oneness 

in difference and (3) all things are made up of the stuff of Self which is the basis 

of our oneness with all. This concentration purifies, transforms, perfects all the 

multiple planes of ten Sheaths in large scale.  

 

The supreme integrality of the Brahman holds all these seven states or 

powers of its concentration together as a single indivisible Being looking at all 

itself in manifestation with a simultaneous triple self-vision. Thus radical 

transformation through Nature‘s method of triple movement of (1) ascent of 

Consciousness to realise the Being, (2) widening of the field and base through 

descent of Consciousness and (3) integration of Being and Becoming are realised. 

The integral emergence of total Consciousness is the ultimate goal of the evolving 

Nature. The old inconscient foundation of our body is made subtle, plastic, pure 

and conscious by the inflow of light and awareness from above and its depths 

annexed to the heights of the Spirit through rapid development of the Truth-

consciousness. There must be achieved a new Spiritual height, wideness, depth, 

subtlety, intensity of our consciousness, of its substance, its force, its sensibility, 

an elevation, expansion, integral capacity of our being, and an assumption of mind 

and all that is below mind into that larger existence. 

 

The triple self-disciplines of Karma, Jnana and Bhakti Yoga and the triple 

eternal poise of the Self, Kshara Purusha, Akshara Purusha and Uttama Purusha, 

and their simultaneous action are necessary for the totality of Divine realisation, 

samagram mam.
88

 Kshara Purusha‟s union with Akshara Purusha is identified as 

reconciliation of Karma and Jnana Yoga. Kshara Purusha‟s union with the 

Purushottama is identified as reconciliation of Karma and Bhakti Yoga. Akshara 

Purusha‟s union with Purushottama is identified as reconciliation of Jnana and 
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Bhakti Yoga. When the three Purushas co-exist, then the reconciliation of triple 

Yoga becomes effective. Thus Knowledge gives sense of oneness of the Divine, 

while Love is its Bliss which is identified as crown of Work and flowering of 

Knowledge and Work brings Divine‘s living power of Light and Sweetness. Thus 

the natural oneness of Will, Knowledge and Love find their greatest completeness 

in Supermind. Knowledge is the base of Supermind while Will is its dynamic 

expression and Love is its expression of Joy and they move the consciousness 

towards integral self-awareness. 

 

OM TAT SAT 
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waiting for it to be purified and transformed throw itself out in a violent and 

impure action and even turn us for a time or partially into the selfish and arrogant 

Asura using the strength given him for his own and not for the divine purpose: but 

on that way lies, in the end, if it is persisted in, spiritual perdition and material 

ruin. And even to regard oneself as the instrument of the Divine is not a perfect 

remedy; for when a strong ego meddles in the matter, it falsifies the spiritual 

relation and under cover of making itself an instrument of the Divine is really bent 

on making instead God its instrument. The one remedy is to still the egoistic 

claim of whatever kind, to lessen persistently the personal effort and individual 

straining which even the sattwic ego cannot avoid and instead of laying hold on 

the Shakti and using it for its purpose rather to let the Shakti lay hold on us and use 

us for the divine purpose.‖ CWSA/24/The Synthesis of Yoga-766-67 

70: The Mother/The Mother‘s Centenary Works (second edition)/9/207, 

71: CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-99, 

72: The Gita-12.1, 

73: The Gita-18.40, 

74: The Gita-3.15, 

75: The Gita-7.17/8.14/9.14/12.2/6.10, 

76: The Gita-3.26/5.13/18.57, 

77: The Gita-11.54, 

78: The Gita-7.5, 
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79: CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-112, 

80: The Gita-4.35, 

81: The Gita-9.7, 

82: The Gita-7.5, 

83: The Gita-9.8, 4.6, 

84: The Gita-3.6, 

85: The Gita-3.33  

86: The Gita-6.5, 

87: The Gita-2.50, 

88: The Gita-7.1,  

89: The Gita-2.4,  

90: ―Outwardly also, the nation or community or race which shrinks too long from 

destroying and replacing its past forms of life, is itself destroyed, rots and perishes 

and out of its debris other nations, communities and races are formed. By 

destruction of the old giant occupants man made himself a place upon earth. By 

destruction of the Titans the gods maintain the continuity of the divine Law in the 

cosmos. Whoever prematurely attempts to get rid of this law of battle and 

destruction, strives vainly against the greater will of the World-Spirit. Whoever 

turns from it in the weakness of his lower members, as did Arjuna in the 

beginning, — therefore was his shrinking condemned as a small and false pity, an 

inglorious, an un-Aryan and unheavenly feebleness of heart and impotence of 

spirit, klaibyam, ksudram hridaya-daurbalyam, — is showing not true virtue, but a 

want of spiritual courage to face the sterner truths of Nature and of action and 

existence. Man can only exceed the law of battle by discovering the greater law of 

his immortality.‖ CSWA/19/Essays on the Gita-384-85, 

91: The Gita-2.45,  

92: The Gita-7.20,  

93: The Gita-7.20 to 7.25,  

94: The Gita-9.23,  

95: The Gita-17.4, 

96: The Gita-13.8,  

97: The Gita-17.24,  

98: The Gita-8.13,  

99: The Gita-17.14,  

100: The Gita-6.32, 

101:  ―For the seeker of the integral Yoga… will meet him (the Divine) in the 

faces of the Gods, his cosmic personalities supporting the World-Play, detect him 

behind the mask of the Vibhutis, embodied World-Forces or human Leaders, 

reverence and obey him in the Guru, worship him in the Avatar.‖ CWSA/23/The 

Synthesis of Yoga-130, 

102: ―When I knew nothing, then I abhorred the criminal, sinful and impure, being 

myself full of crime, sin and impurity; but when I was cleansed and my eyes 

unsealed, then I bowed down in my spirit before the thief and murderer and adored 
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the feet of the harlot; for I saw that these souls had accepted the terrible burden of 

evil and drained for all of us the greater portion of the churned poison of the 

world-ocean.‖ Sir Aurobindo, SABCL/17/The Hour of God-94-95. This statement 

of Sri Aurobindo is a restatement from the following words of the Gita and Essays 

on the Gita, ―Those who take refuge in Me, O Partha, be they out-castes, born 

from the womb of sin (even a man of very evil conduct, The Gita-9.30), women, 

Vaisysas, even Shudras, they also attain to the highest Goal.‖ The Gita-9.32. ―A 

divine compassion for the ignorance of the struggling mind, a divine will to pour 

forth on it all light and power and happiness there will be, indeed, for the apparent 

man; but for the divine Soul within him there will be more, there will be adoration 

and love. For from all, from the thief and the harlot and the outcaste as from the 

saint and the sage, the Beloved looks forth and cries to us, ―This is I.‖ ―He who 

loves Me in all beings,‖ — what greater word of power for the utmost intensities 

and profundities of divine and universal love, has been uttered by any philosophy 

or any religion?‖ CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-208. ―If Narayana is without 

difficulty visible in the sage and the saint, how shall he be easily visible to us in 

the sinner, the criminal, the harlot and the outcaste?‖ CWSA/19/Essays on the 

Gita-359, Thus equal adoration of all, is the condition of becoming the greatest 

Yogi.  

103: CWSA/22/The Life Divine/1022, 

104: ―On the contrary, the sadhaka of integral Yoga will not be satisfied until he 

has included all other names and forms of Deity in his own conception, seen his 

own Ishta Devata in all others, unified all Avatars in the unity of Him who 

descends in the Avatar, welded the truth in all teachings into the harmony of the 

Eternal Wisdom.‖ CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-66, 

105: ―...that is the Japa I do now—I do it all the time, while sleeping, while 

walking, while eating, while working, all the time.‘ The Mother/The Mother‘s 

Agenda-4/131 

106: The Gita-3.3, 

107: The Gita-9.29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 

108: The Gita-11.48, 53, 54, 

109: ―Buddhism only became a popular religion when Buddha had taken the 

place of the supreme Deity as an object of worship.‖ CWSA-24/The Synthesis of 

Yoga-556, ―I don‘t want to put a photo of Sri Aurobindo or books (in Auroville) 

because it will look as if we want to start a new religion—I don‘t want religions, 

an end to religions!‖ The Mother‘ Agenda-9/110, ―I am told that you (in Auroville) 

intend to distribute a reproduction of the portrait you did of me. It would be better 

not to introduce in this gathering anything personal that might suggest the 

atmosphere of nascent religion.‖ The Mother‘s Agenda-11/353 

110: ―The Divinity mentioned by Sri Aurobindo is NOT A PERSON, but a 

condition to be shared and lived by all those who prepare themselves for it.‖ The 

Mother‘s Agenda-4
th

 May-1967, 
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111: ―The Blessed Lord said those who are constantly most united, nityayukta, 

with Me and adore My manifest form, Saguna Brahman, emotional mind settled in 

Me and possessed of supreme faith of Bhakti Yoga, I consider them to be the 

greatest Yogi. And those Jnana Yogis, who seek after the Immutable, the Infinite, 

the Unmanifest, Nirguna Brahman, the Omnipresent, the Unthinkable, the high-

seated Self, the Immobile, the Permanent, all their senses under control, equal 

visioned everywhere, intent on welfare of all beings, they also attain to My 

Purushottama state.‖ The Gita-12.2, 3, 4, (The above passage indicates that 

personal relation with the Avatara is of more value for a developed Soul than His 

impersonal aspect.) ―Discipleship to God the Teacher, sonship to God the Father, 

tenderness of God the Mother, clasp of the hand of the divine Friend, laughter and 

sport with our comrade and boy-Play-fellow, blissful servitude to God the Master, 

rapturous love of our divine Paramour, these are seven beatitudes of life in the 

human body. Canst thou unite all these in a single supreme and rainbow-hued 

relation? Then hast thou no need of any heaven and thou exceedest the 

emancipation of the Adwaitin.‖ Sri Aurobindo/SABCL/17/The Hour of God-137. 

(Above line indicates that seven-fold personal relation with the Divine in 

Supramental plane is more valuable than the realisation of impersonal Divine in 

Spiritual plane of the Adwaitin.) 

112: The Gita-8.27, 

113: Savitri-423, 

114: Savitri-457, 

115: The Gita-8.7, 

116: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-268, 

117: The Gita-6.21, 

117a: The Gita-3.42,  

117b: The Gita-8.12, 13, 

118:  ―The future of India is very clear. India is the Guru of the world. The future 

structure of the world depends on India. India is the living soul. India is 

incarnating the spiritual knowledge in the world. The Government of India ought 

to recognise the significance of India in this sphere and plan their action 

accordingly.‖ The Mother/The Mother‘s Centenary Works/13/353/February 

1954, 

119: ―And in any society we should have all four types, — even, for an example, 

if we create a purely productive and commercial society such as modern times 

have attempted, or for that matter a Shudra society of labour, of the proletariate 

such as attracts the most modern mind and is now being attempted in one part of 

Europe and advocated in others.‖ CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-523, 

120: ―For us the 1
st
 November has a deep significance. We have a flag which Sri 

Aurobindo called the Spiritual Flag of United India. Its square form, its colour and 

every detail of its design have a symbolic meaning. It was hoisted on the 15
th

 

August 1947 when India became free. It will now be hoisted on the 1
st
 November 

1954 when these settlements (French India) get united with India and it will be 
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hoisted in the future whenever India recovers other parts of herself. United India 

has a special mission to fulfil in the world. Sri Aurobindo laid down his life for it 

and we are prepared to do the same.‖ The Mother/The Mother‘s Centenary 

Works/13/354/1 November 1954, 

121: CWSA/24/The Synthesis of Yoga-613, 

122: The Gita-6.41, 

123: ―…what Sri Aurobindo represents in the world‘s history, is not a teaching, 

not even a revelation; it is a decisive action direct from the Supreme...And I am 

just trying to fulfill that action.‖ The Mother/The Mother‘s Centenary Works 

(second edition)/13/23, The Mother‘s Agenda/2/91, 

 124: ―Others, those who are unfit to pursue Karma, Jnana, Sankhya and Dhyana 

Yoga, may hear the Truth from realised Souls and mould the mind and heart into 

the sense of That to which they listen with faith and concentration and these 

devotees also go beyond death to immortality.‖ The Gita-13-26, 

125: ―These perils (of Spiritual fall) were well-known to a past spiritual 

experience and have been met by imposing the necessity of initiation (of fit Souls), 

of discipline, of methods of purification and testing by ordeal, of an entire 

submission to the directions of the path finder or path-leader, one who has realised 

the Truth and himself possesses and is able to communicate the light, the 

experience, a guide who is strong to take by the hand and carry over the difficult 

passages as well as to instruct and point out the way. But even so the dangers will 

be there and can only be surmounted if there is or there grows up a complete 

sincerity, a will to purify, a readiness for obedience to the Truth, for surrender to 

the Highest, a readiness to lose or to subject to a divine yoke the limiting and self-

affirming ego.‖ CWSA/22/The Life Divine-939, 

126: CWSA/22/The Life Divine-1069,  

127: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-22, 
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